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NUMBER 10

HOLLINS CELEBRATES HOMECOMING FRIDAY
ROLLINS-DARTMOUTH
DEBATE HELD THIS
MORNING AT 9:45

Likely Tugwell
Successor

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS

Russell Series'
Manager

By FRED LIBERMAN

'Resolved That Congress Be
Empowered to Fix Hours
and Wages"
:* GROVER

IS

CHAIRMAN

:•: Given at All-College Assembly
v^
In Theatre
5
^
'
^
•;
;

This morning at 9:45 o'clock, in
the Annie Russell Theatre, an allcollege assembly was held at
which was featured the annual Rollins-Dartmouth debate on the following question; "Resolved, That
Congress Shall Be Empowered to
, Fix Minimum Wages and Maxi;! mum Hours For Industry."
.! The purpose of this debate, as
J well as that of every other, was to
. promote good feelings between the
1^ colleges and to provide an exchange
• of ideas between the students of
,. the two institutions.
', The methods followed were those
of usual arguments.
The speakers were introduced
'• by a chairman who had no part
•f other than that of bringing the
'^ orators to the platform. The affirmative speakers, who believed
that the resolution should be put
^ into effect, mounted the platfor
^ first while the negative alternated
' with them. The Order of Rebut' tal in which the speakers of om
side refute the statements that
^ were made by the other was in
reverse order; so the affirmative
orators ended as well as started
the debate.
As stated above, the question
was whether or not Congress should
be given the power to control maximum hours and minimum wages in
industry. Davitt A. Felder and
Howard C. Lyman defended the
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

OF SOGIOIOGISIS
National Students' Sociology
Conference, Dec. 28-29
VISIT

U.

OF

CHICAGO

The fifth annual meeting of
The National Students' Sociological
Conference will be held Monday
and Tuesday, December 28-20, in
Chicago, in connection with the
convention of The American Sociological Society.
A very interesting program of
sociological papers and research
projects and other activities is being planned. In addition to the
main program of papers and projects, the contacts with other students of sociology and the splendid opportunity of attending sessions of The American Sociological
Convention and hearing and meeting the outstanding leaders in sociology, there are other plans to
make your trip to the conference
very much worthwhile. There is to
be included on the program a tour
of the University of Chicago and
of the places in Chicago which are
of vital interest and value to sociology students.
Some of the chapters of Alpha
Kappa Delta, the sociology clubs,
and sociology departments are very
much interested in the student conference and have volunteered to
contribute to the expenses and to
sending delegates to the meeting.
The registration fee at the Conference is $1.00."^
The conference is to be representative of the interests of all
sociology students. Students of
sociology, members of Alpha Kappa Delta, and sociology clubs
should take part in the Conference
as it will be of utmost value to
all.-

PLAY BY ZOMII
GALE WILLL BE
STAGED HERE

Pan-Americanism

WILL BE GIVEN
Four Awards With Tuition
Value of $11,000
IS OPEN ONLY TO MEN
Award On Basis of Theme
Competition
The W. E. Boeing Scholarships,
sponsored by W. E. Boeing during
the past seven years, will be offered again during the school year
1936-37 to University, College, and
Junior College undergraduate students in the United States and
Canada, who are interested in aviation as a career. Four awards in
the form of flying, technical, and
semi-technical courses with a tuition value of $11,000 will be* given
at the Boeing School of Aeronautics, Oakland, California, a division
of United Air Lines Transport
Corporation.
The scholarships will be awarded on the basis of a thesis competition. To be eligible students
must meet the following requirements:
1. They must be male undergraduate students in good standing
and in regular attendance in some
University, College, or Junior College in the United States or Canada, which offers at least two
years of work leading to a Bachelor's Degree in Arts or Science.
2. They must be of the white
race, between the ages of 18 and
25, of average height and normal
weight, have normal eyesight, and
be free of any physical handicaps.
3. They must submit a technical or non-technical treatise of not
over 3500 words on any aeronautical subject of their own choice.
Papers, which must be mailed
on or before March 15, 1937, will
be judged by a National Committee of Award composed of prominent educators under the chairmanship of Dr. Baldwin M. Woods,
of the Department of Mechanical
Engineering, University of CaliforIn determining the awards the
following points are emphasized in
different degrees: (a) the completeness and soundness of subject
matter; (b) the success of the
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)

Following the lesignation of Dr.
Rexford G Tugwell as undersecretary of agriculture, Dr. W.
W. Alexander, above, was r e ported to be the likely choice
for head of the Federal Resettlement Administration.

IS
CHUPELSPEUe
"The Quality of Courage" Is
Subject of Talk
OLDHAM LEADS LITANY
Dr. Richard Burton spoke in the
Knowles Memorial Chapel on Sunday, November 29, on "The Quality of Courage", giving one of the
most interesting and inspirational
talks of the term.
This quality of courage, which
Sir James Barrie calls "the loveliest of the virgins" must be given
the centj-ai place in those traits
which exhibit man in his best
estate and show him as rising to
the highest potentialities of character and accomplishment.
Dr. Burton stressed the fact
that we do not find courage confined to the heroes and saints of
this world; it is most often exhibited by ordinary folk—firemen,
policemen, janitors, and above all
the courage of women. The speaker also pointed out the two distinct types of courage; stoic courage which in a sense is negative
courage, and christian courage
which means believing in something and acting on that belief in
the face of all the world.
This spiritual courage is the
highest form—it is faith in a divine plan, based on the belief that
we, however small we may seem
to ourselves, can rise on the step(Continued on page li, col. 1)

While war twice threatened to
break out on the European continent, twenty-one American nations
sent optimistic delegates to the
Inter-American Conference for the
Maintenance of Peace at Buenos
Aires.
While Germany and Russia
wrangled over the life of a German engineer sentenced to death
for sabotage by the Soviet government, Brazil and Argentina joyously played host to President
Roosevelt, the chief representative
of the United States, and the hope
of the people of the New World
for a lasting peace.
While Great Britam argued with
the Insurgents for the establishment of a neutral zone in the harbor of Barcelona, North, South and
Central America prepared to bind
themselves more closely together
by an all-American treaty. Such
a treaty would keep European influence out of the Western Hemisphere.
While Germany and Japan allied themselves in an "anti-Communist" treaty, believed to be a
pact of aggression aimed principally at Russia, the American
conference started work on a covenant which it is hoped will embrace five major points . . . complete neutrality regarding European wars, an expansion of the
"hands-off" policy of the Monroe
Doctrine into a multi-lateral pact,
an American League of Nations, a
broader policy of Pan-American
trade, and establishment of a permanent committee to arbitrate disputes among the signatories of the
Covenant.
The "good neighbor" policy of
President Roosevelt has finally
united all of America and placed
the United States in the confidence
of the rest of the hemisphere. Now
with this co-operation as the basis,
we can build Pan-Americanism to
be of real value, and an attribute
to civilization.

"Miss Lulu Bett" To Be Given
December 11
HYER, RAE HAVE LEADS
Miss Lockhart will manage the Zona Gale Violates Sacred
Russell Series for the coming seaDramatic Rules
son. The program will feature
seven attractions, including four
On
December
11, the Rollins
productions by the Russell Company, which will open with "Men Players will present their first
dramatic production of this season,
Must Fight", on January 15.
"Miss Lulu Bett" by the wellknown author and playright. Zona
Gale. With an exceptional cast,
Miss Lulu Bett promises unusual
entertainment.
The cast:
Lulu Bett—Frances Hyer.
Dwight Herbert Deacon—Robin
Rae.
Ina Deacon, wife of Dwight—
Is Prominent New York Bank- Peggy Bashford.
er and Business Man
Monona Deacon, child of Dwight
and Ina—Alice Elliott.
IS ACTIVE WAR WORKER Mrs. Bett,, Lulu Rett's and Ina's
mother—Polly Raoul.
Ninian Deacon, Dwight's brothDr. Arthur M. Harris will be the
er—Jere Collinson.
speaker in the Knowles Memorial
Neil Cornish—Bud Howland.
Chapel Sunday, December 6. He
Diana Deacon, second daughter
has chosen as his subject "The
of Dwight and lina—Micky AverSpirit of Altruism".
ett.
Mr. Harris is widely known as
Bobby Larkin, friend of Deacon
a New York banker and business family—Bill Crawford.
man. He has been a prominent
Frances Hyer has the lead with
winter resident in Winter Park for Robin Rae playing opposite her.
many years. He is one of the Alice Elliott has the difficult part
most active Baptist laymen in the of Monona Deacon, a child's part
country.
but not the usual part of a small
A native of Ohio, he removed to child wringing tears from the audiChicago early in his career; and ence and reuniting uncongenial
later to New York, where he be- parents. Monona Deacon will be
came a member of Harris, Forbes the most disagreeable stage child
and Company. He has always whining and scuffling about before
taken part in civic affairs, and at the footlights, but she will repreone time associated himself with sent the normal child, one who
the citizens that supported Seth should be spanked periodically with
Low. He has also been the chair- force. Polly Raoul will portray
man of the Exchange Committee Mrs. Bett, a disillusioned individual
and treasurer of the World's Sun- who genuinely hates her family.
day School Committee.
These two characters, Monona and
During the World War Dr. Har- Mrs. Bett constitute a refreshing
ris took an active part in the work presentation of the hitherto Utodone by the Y. M. C. A., acting as pian characters of Old Age and
treasurer for Europe. In addition Childhood.
to this he took over many activiZona Gale surprised dramatic
ties on behalf of the wounded and critics by violating several sacred
the refugees. For the American dramatic rules. First, the old lady
Expeditionary Force he volunteered who is not sweet and the child who
Continued on page 2, col. 3)
(Continued on page 2, col. 7)

10 BE
CmiPEL SPEMER

The American Federation of Labor, at their convention at Tampa
last week upheld the suspensions
of the ten unions affiliated with
the Committee for Industrial Organization.
The ten unions, comprising one
million members, none of which
were represented at the convention,
compose one third of the total enrollment of the A. F. L. There
were factions in the A. F. L. which
wanted to expel the ten unions, but
the majority believed that only by
suspending the unions could they
hope to preserve any hope of reconciliation, and prevent the fall of
organized labor in the United
States.
The next move is up to the C.
I. O.; the door is open. Will it be
propitiation or the formation of a
Dorothy Lockhart, who is directthe Oriental Institute of the Uni- rival federation ?
(Continued on page 2, col. 5)
ing the Annie Russell Series at
versity of Chicago. It was superRollins CoUege this season and who
vised and written by James Henry
will direct three of the plays to be
Breasted, founder and director of
OFFICE HOURS
offered in the series by the Annie
the Oriental Institute of the UniRussell Company, has had a wide
versity of Chicago and author of
"A History of Egypt", "Ancient
President Holt, Dean Ander- and varied experience in the theaTimes", "The Conquest of Civiliza- son, Mr. Bowen and Mr. Hanna tre.
tion", "The Dawn of Conscience", may be seen without appoint- I Her interest in theatre organizaetc.
ment by students, faculty and tion and play production began
Some of the highlights of the others between the hours of when she was a student of singfilm were the sequences in which
10:30 A. M. and 12:00 Noon ing at the Curtis School of Music
Dr. Breasted was seen and heard daily except Sunday, and by in Philadelphia. While she studied
describing the work of the Insti- appointment only between the singing, she also did volunteer settute and the epic rise of man; a hours of 2:00 and 4:00 P. M. tlement work in the Settlement
flight over the Persian Mountains; daily except Saturday and Sun- Music School which was built and
sponsored by Mrs. Edward Bok, the
flying in a sand-storm in Iraq day.
donor of the Annie Russell Theawhich reached heights of 15,000
All offices in Carnegie and tre at Rollins. Miss Lockhart's
feet; excavations which reveal 14
separate and distinct cities, each Pinehurst are open from 10:00 volunteer settlement work consistbuilt one upon the other, with a A. M. to 12:30 P. M. daily ex- ed of gathering a group of her
Stone Age village at the bottom cept Sunday, and from 1:30 to friends to present plays for the
and the remains of an early Chris- 4:30 P. M. daily except Satur- various settlement houses in Philadelphia.
tian temple at the top; weapons day and Sunday.
Later Miss Lockhart accepted
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)

Human Adventure" Most Thrillingly
Authentic Motion Picture Shown Here
Perhaps the greatest and most
thrillingly authentic motion picture ever shown here was the "Human Adventure", produced under
the scientific supervision of Dr.
James H. Breasted and sponsored
by the Orlando-Winter
Park
Branch of the American Association of University Women. The
film, shown here Tuesday, December 1st, at the Baby Grand Theatre, carried the audience by airplane through the lands where civilization first arose—Egypt, Palestine, Syi-ia, Anatolia, Iraq and
Persia—and ended with the first
professional cinematic record ever
made on standard size film of Persepolis, the capital of the Persian
Empire, built by Darius the Great
about 500 B. C.
The "Human Adventure" was an
eight-reel talking picture sketching man's rise from savagery to
civilization and was produced by

At Tampa

STETSON FACULTY,
STUDENTS INVITED
TO ATTEND PROGRAM
To Be Called Rollins-Stetson
Day; Defiite Program
Arranged
GAME TO BE AT 8:15 P. M.
Social and Athletic Activities
Planned
Friday, December 4, the day of
the Rollins annual homecoming
game, will be known this year as
Stetson-Rollins Day. A definite
program has been arranged. The
faculty, staff, and students of
Stetson University are cordially
invited to participate.
The social part of the program
follows:
2:30 P . M . A one act play, "The
Saint Age", by Dr. Richard Burton, will be presented in the Annie
Russell Theatre by the Rollins Student Players, under the direction
of Donald S. Allen.
3:15 P. M. The Rollins A Cappella Choir, directed by Christopher O. Honaas, will give a vesper
program in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel. Herman F. Siewert will
be at the organ.
4:00 P. M. A reception tea will
be given in the fraternities and
new dormitories. There will be
dancing in the Kappa Alpha garden.
5:00 P. M. The Stetson band
will give a concert on the lake
shore.
5:30 P. M. The Beanery will
serve a buffet dinner in Recreation
Hall. Those who attend will be
entertained by folk dancing under
the direction of Mrs. Rae.
The following athletics will be
open to all who are interested:
2:00 P. M. Tennis, at the college courts, under the direction of
Professor Trowbridge.
2:00 P . M. Golf at Dubsdread
Country piub. Mr. Fred Ward in
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

CONCEIITS STABTS
IBEGEMBEBie
Symphony Orchestra Under
Direction of Alexander Bloch
ORGANIZED BY LEONARD
The Symphony Orchestra of
Central Florida at Winter Park
will give its first concert of the
season on December sixteenth in
the auditorium of the Winter Park
High School.
The orchestra was organized by
Miss Mary Leonard in March,
1927, and will celebrate, this winter, the tenth anniversary of its
founding.
Mr. Alexander Bloch, an accomplished violinist, is the orchestra's
new conductor. He was born in
this country and studied in Europe
under Leopold Auer, the great Russian violinist. When Auer came
to New York, Bloch was his assistant teacher.
The Winter Park Symphony Orchestra, which is composed of Florida musicians, advanced Rollins
music students, and Conservatory
faculty members, plans to give
four concerts on the following
dates; December 16, January 27,
February 24, and March 31. The
price of a season ticket for the
center reserved section is $4; side
sections and gallery, $3.
Program for the first concert:
Tchaikowsky — "Serenade for
Strings".
Beethoven—^"Egmont" Overture.
Schubert—"Unfinished"
Symphony No. 8'in B Minor.
Liszt—"Les Preludes".

Dorothy Lockhart, Director of Annie
Russell Series, Has Wide Experience
several opportunities to act in the
theatre, serving with Jasper Deeter and with the Hedgerow Theatre.
Miss Lockhart spent three
years in England, her theatre experience including an engagement
with Peter Godfrey, director-owner
of the Gate Theatre Studio in London and in the Festival Theatre in
Cambridge where she spent two and
a half years studying the theatre
and working in it from every possible position. Subsequently she
spent a summer with the Abbey
Theatre group in Dublin and several months in Germany as a visitor and student of the theatre.
Upon her return to Philadelphia,
Miss Lockhart became associated
with Norman Bel Geddes in the
founding of the Philadelphia Theatre Association. Later she was
with Otis Skinner in "A Hundred
(Continued on page 2, col. 4)

SUPPORT THE CHRISTMAS FUND-EXCEED 1935 GOAL

THE

TWO

Choir And Vespers Jo Be One Of The
MISS LULU BETT
Features Of Rollins Homecoming Week WILLIE GIVEN
One of the most interesting features of the Rollins Homecoming
this Friday, will be the Vesper service in the chapel at 3:15 P. M. The
program is to be presented by Prof.
Herman F. Siewert, organist of
the chapel, in conjunction with the
Chapel Choir under the direction
of Prof. C. O. Honaas.
Mr. Siewert will open the program with the expressive and very
popular tone poem "Finlandia" by
Sibelius. He will also play the
prelude to the well known Wagner
opera "Tristan and Isolde".
The choir, under Mr. Honaas' direction and accompanied by Mr.
Siewert, will render a group of
five choral works. This group will
include the exalting "150 Psalm"
by Cesar Fi'anck, and the effective
Bach chorale "Jesu, Joy of Man's
Desiring". In presenting this
chorale, the choir will be accom-

panied by the Leonard String Quartet playing from the chapel triorium. This manner of accompaniment was first used in the
chapel last Sunday, with very effective results.
The complete vesper program for
Friday is as follows:
The organ:
1. Finlandia (Sibelius).
2. Prelude to Tristan and Isolde
(Wagner).
" ^ h e choir:
3. 150 Psalm (Franck).
4. Crueifixus (Lotti).
5. We Adore Thee God Eter^
nal (Allegri).
G. Litany in B flat (Mozart).
7. Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring (Bach).
The organ:
8. Tocatta "Thou Art Th(
Rock" (Mulet).

BURTON GIVES Dartmouth-Rollins
Debate Question of
CHAPELADDRESS Fixed Labor Wages
(Continued from page 1, col. 1)

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

resolution as Howard Van Riper
and Stanley M. Brown of Dartmouth took a more conservative
stand. The Rollins orators told of
the many advantages that would
come about if only Congress were
to protect the laborer by minimum
wage legislation. On the other
side were the White Mountain
boys who foresaw a more terrible
series of strikes if there were a
minimum legal wage. Behind these
speach makers were three figures
without which the debate would
have been impossible, namely:
Mr. John V. Neale, Director of
Debate at Dartmouth College, and
Rollins' own Professor Harry R.
Pierce, who has sent many an orator to a successful career. The
third figure was Dr. Edwin 0.
Grover, who was chairman of the
debate and who is Professor of
And the Germans named their Books at Rollins and an alumnus
ships after jokes so the English of Dartmouth.
wouldn't see them.
ping-stones of our better selves to
higher things.
Dr. Burton brought his talk to
a close with a quotation from Linsley, an obscure Australian poet:
"Life is mostly froth and bubble:
Two things stand like stone,
Kindness in another's trouble,
Courage for one's own."
Further adding to what was one
of the most outstanding programs
given in the chapel this year, Mr.
Honaas lead the choir in Bach's
magnificent chorale, "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring" which was accompanied by the Leonard String
Quartet.
Bryant Prentice lead the call to
worship. Perry Oldham the litany,
and George Fuller and Frances
Hyer read the lessons.

Sandstorm Is Seen
In the Picture "The
Human Adventure"

The "Gift" Problem Solved
Box Stationery $3.00 to 50c
Other attractive items, too.

(Continued from page 1, col. 3)

The Rollins Press Store, Inc.

LOOK FOR THIS SIGN
...iv.a you want ice cream.
Wherever you see it, you
"""I ^be
•". of getting the
quality ice cream of the
South.
Taste Southern
Dairies and you will understand why it is the
South's largest-selling ice

made by Stone Age men; wheat
from the days of Joseph; the stables of King Solomon; and many
other archeological finds of importance to the historians of ancient
The monuments, the great columns, and the carved stairways of
the Palace of Darius shown in the
film are among the finest examples of art and architecture in the
world and are rivaled only by the
glories of the Acropolis.
The showing of the film brought
a large attendance and it was a
pleasure to see that an honestly
educational picture could hold the
attention of an audience so well.
Get that wave (
distinction at

Join the Sealtest Saturday night
Radio Party—8 P. M. (E.S.T.) NBC

Eda's
and remember
"Beauty is s
Duty"

Warm sleeping garments for the Co-ed
Carter's Tuck Stitch, $1.95.
Carter's Balbriggans, $1.29.
Beauty Knit Tuck Stitch, $r.09 & $1.19.
Outing gowns, 69c to $1.19.
Pajamas, $1.00.
Blankets from $1.59 to $7.50.

The R. F. Leedy Co,
Dry Goods

Ladies' Wear

(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
is not "cute", and second, two
scenes which begin with practically
the same dialogue. With this last
weapon. Zona Gale had accomplished America's outstanding problem
in the theatre, that is, giving the
audience pure and unadulterated
rural American dialogue showing
the monotony and domestic routine
in home life.
Miss Gale took the chance that
her play would not be accepted by
the public, but it was welcomed by
all who realized the need for just
such a play.
Miss Lulu Bett is a comedy of
everyday life showing the relation
of Lulu and her sister and brotherin-law with whom she lives. The
dialogue and clever characterization accompany the working of the
plot from beginning to end where
Lulu finds a lover and happiness
which will satisfy the audience
looking for a happy ending. In
Miss Lulu Bett, Zona Gale has followed the three unities; unity of
time, place and action, first used
by Croneille in the seventeenth
century.
Miss Gale, born
1874, joined
the staff of the N
York World
after graduating fi n college but
after three years of newspaper
work she devoted her time to writing. Later she published several^
books including Miss Lulu Bett. In
1920, this book was rewritten as a
play and won the Pulitzer prize in
1921.

Brahm's "Symphony
No. 2 In D Major"
Played For Concert
Last Sunday evening's recorded
concert consisted of Brahm's "Symphony No. 2 in D Major" played by
Stokowski and the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra, and Rachmaninoff's "Rhapsody for Piano
and Orchestra on a theme by Paganini".
lis latter composition was also
performed by Stokowski and the
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra,
with Rachmaninoff himself as
piano soloist.
Next Sunday's program will be
of extraordinary interest. It will
contain: Greig's "Sonata in C
Minor" for violin and piano, and
Schonberg's "Transfigured Night"
for string orchestra.

Spanish Club Meets
Tonight At 7:30 To
Elect New Officers
There will be a meeting of the
Spanish Club tonight at 7:30 at
the home of Mrs. Lamb, 749 Antonette Avenue.
The meeting is for the purpose
of electing officers, and thus there
ill be no topic for d

TOMOKAN MEETING
This evening at 7:30, the staff
of the Tomokan will meet in
Fox Dormitory. All members
are urged to attend.

SCAVENGER HUNT
All upper classmen are invited to join the Scavenger Hunt
and' wiener roast to be given by
the Freshman Class on Saturday
evening.
All students will meet in front
of Carnegie Hall, and will be
given two hours to collect required material.

Rollins College To
Entertain Stetson
Homecoming Day
(Continued from page 1, col. 7)
charge.
Canoeing on Lake Virginia during the afternoon. Fleet
Peeples in charge.
8:1B P. M. Football game. Stetson vs. Rollins at Tinker Field.

LOCKHART HEADS
RUSSELL SERIES
(Continued from page 1, col. 6)
Years Old" and with Leslie Howard in "Berkeley Square".
During the Norman Bel Geddes*
production of "Hamlet" starring
Raymond Massey, Miss Lockhart
became acquainted with the late
Miss Annie Russell, in whose honor
Mrs. Bok was building the Annie
Russell Theatre at Rollins.
After the closing of "Hamlet",
Miss Lockhart came to Winter
Park to assist Miss Russell in the
production of the opening of the
heatre and the dedicatory performance of "In a Balcony". The production of this play featuring Miss
Russell led to the founding of tha
Professional Artists Series which
Miss Russell directed until her
death last year. During the years
Miss Russell was active in directing and managing the professional
artists series and in organizing and
directing the Annie Russell Company, Miss Lockhart served as her
assistant.
After Miss Russell's death. Miss
Lockhart directed the completion
of the professional series at the
request of President Hamilton Holt,
and directed the production of
"Candle-Light" last season by the
Annie Russell Company.
During her association at Rollins Miss Lockhart has directed
her own summer theatre in New
Hampshire and two plays, one at
Haverford College, and the other
at Bryn Mawr.
The Annie Russell Series, named
in honor of Miss Russell and which
supplants the professional artists
series, opens on January 15 with
a production of "Men Must Fight"
by the Annie Russell Company.
Miss Lockhart will direct "Men
Must Fight" as well as the Annie
Russell Company productions of
"Bird in Hand" on February 5 and
6 and "Private Lives" on April
1 and 2.
Other features in the Annie Russell Series this year will be a song
recital by Elizabeth Schumann,
prima donna soprano, a lecture by
Thornton Wilder, author, on February 12, and a production by the
Annie Russell Company of Baron
Paul D'Estournelles de Constant's
new play, "In Time of Passion" to
be directed hy the author.

Mrs. Helen Rae Is
Recognized for Work
In Folklore Field

W. E. BOEING TO RoUins Museum Has Lately Been The
Recipricant af Many Valuable Gifu
PRESENTAWARDS
(Continued from page 1, col. 2)
candidate in analyzing his subject
matter and drawing conclusions
from it; (c) the merit of the paper
as a composition; (d) the originality of subject matter; and (e) the
choice of subject.
Winner of First Award in this
contest will receive a complete
Boeing Airline Pilot Flying Course,
covering 250 hours of flight instruction, far exceeding the requirements necessary for a Transport Pilot License. This course
covers the latest developments in
blind and instrument flying. Included in the First Award is a
choice of the Air Transport Engineering Course, the Practical Aeronautical Engineering Course, or
any semi-tropical course offered at
the Boeing School. Winners of the
Second, Third, and Fourth Awards
may choose one of a number of
technical and semi-technical
and will, in addition.
hours of dual and solo flight ir
struction. Two alternate cand
dates will be chosen for possible
awards in the event that winnei
are unable to qualify physically,

COMMENT
ON THE
WEEKS NEWS
(Continued from page I, col. 4)
Republican Reorganization
"Why did we f a i l ? ? "
Three weeks after their overwhelming defeat at the hands of
the New Deal Democrats, leaders
of the Republican party asked
themselves this question.
The conclusion they reached was
that they had not succeeded in living up to their promise of a shift
towards liberalism; their campaign
strategy followed the reactionary
leadership of the Old Guard.
Liberal Republican leaders are
almost unanimous in their plea for
a drastic change in the organization of their party, but the question is where will they start?
They can't very well throw all
the Old Guard members of the Republican party out of office without arousing the ire of many of
the Republican supporters. As
the New York Times recently
stated: "Many of the discredited
leaders are elected in a primary
by the enrolled Republican voters."
There have been cases before, in
1892 and in 1912, when the Republican party was in a similar
predicament to that which it now
finds itself; yet each time it has
come back. I have no ' definite
plan to offer to the Republicans,
but I contend that with proper reorganization, a change from reactionary platforms and tactics to
more liberal ones, a display of interest in the masses as well as of
the individual groups, and a revision in the lists of leaders wherever possible and practical, the
Republican party "need not have
any fear of being forced out of the
political picture.
"Today's undergraduate is alert,
sophisticated, in-on-the-know, intelligent, clever, cynical, sure. He
is not burdened with a sense of
humor, he entertains self-pity, he
thinks the world owes him a living, he is understandably apprehensive, he is tempted to drop his
pieces of meat for what he sees
reflected in the water. He is not
inclined to properly evaluate the
country in which he has played no
pioneering part. He does not believe in Santa Claus."—Fannie
Hurst pans the undergraduate.

An alarming shortage of room
and board jobs may cause 200 students of the University of Wisconsin to withdraw from school.

NOW OPEN
Special Florida Shelf
Modern Library CoIlection^llS Titles
First Edition of GONE WITH THE WIND, and
other recent books. Unabridged Dictionary, etc.

The Bennett Electric
Shop

Phone 354

The Sandspur
Will be on sale at the following places—

Electric Heaters

THE SANDSPUR BOOKSHOP

The Bookery

for y o u n g

AND

DRY CLEANING CO.
SPECIAL RATES FOR STUDENTS
Bachelor Service for Men
Dry Cleaning a Specialty
Rick GiUespie and Henry Lauterback, Campus Agents

men

Suedes or calf skins in dark
green, cocoa brown or deep
brown. Yoke backs, shirred, or
half-belt backs with inverted
Suedes, $8.50 to $15.00
Calf skins, $12.50
Mezzanine

Yowell-Drew's
ORLANDO

The Rollins Museum has grown
and is still growing! This year we
may examine five times as many
shells as we could last year. From
fifteen to twenty mounted birds
are expected soon and these promise to be the beginning of the most
outstanding feature in the museum.
In time to come this collection will
be enlarged in propoi'tion to the
funds available.
The Rollins Museum has been
the grateful recipient of many
valuable gifts, such as the insects
giv^n by Mr. D. F. Berry, and the
collection of some two hundred
species of Atlantic sea-weeds and
sea-mosses, given by Miss Alice
Hurd, a winter resident of Winter
Park. Dr. Styles of the faculty is
sending us his card catalogue of
zoological genera, an important
addition.
Starting with one hundred slides,
Mr. Davis will soon be the possessor of a complete collection. These
slides will cover all the bird life
of the state of Florida. They were
prepared from the original negatives taken by Mr. S. A. Grimes

of Jacksonville, Florida,
iij.
Grimes is an outstanding photogrj
pher of birds, his work is used by
the Audubon Society and often ao.
pears in United States periodicals
Few students, except those
scientifically minded ones that
spend their time studying \j.
Knowles, even realize that the m
seuni is there. Perhaps this is h
cause, as J ^ . Davis put it, it is n
quite as large as the theatre
the Chapel, hence not as noticeable. However, it is there and ii
is well worth a little effort on your
part to try and find it, it is the
only museum in this section and
there are some very interet«ing
things displayed there.
Last year, John Fluno collected
two or three hundred specimens
mostly insects, and some shells
which are now being prepared for
display.
After gathering this information, I asked Mr. Davis what his
"pet' specimen was, and as a parting shot, he pointed to Maurice
Henshaw and said "There it isl"'
He is being assisted by Maurice
Henshaw and William F. Davis.

Dean Anderson Goes Dr. Arthur Harris
North to Attend Two To Speak In Chapel
College Conferences
Sunday, Dec. 6th
Dr. Winslow S. Anderson, dean
of Rollins College, left for Richmond, Va., Monday to attend the
annual meeting of the Southern
Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools this week.
After the Association meeting in
Richmond, Dean Anderson will go
to Birmingham, Ala., to attend the
annual meeting of the Southern
Intercollegiate Athletic Association. Rollins College is a member
of both associations.

(Continued from page 1, col. ;.)
to go from Paris with supplies for
the First Division, advancing under
fire in the drive on Soissons.
He has been president of the
Convention of Northern Baptists
since 1921, and also vice-president
and treasurer of the Ministers and
Missionaries Benefit Board. He
received the honorary degree of
Dr. of Laws in June, 1936, from
Denison University in Granville,
Ohio.

CALENDAR FOR THE WEEK
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2

^

5:00
7:30

Organ Vespers
Spanish Club Meeting at Mrs. Lambs
French Club Meeting at Mme. Bowmans

7:30
8:15

International Relations Club Meeting at Cross Hall.
"Eollins on the Air", Mrs. Holmes speaker. WDBO

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 4
Annual Homecoming Program Begins
Football game. Stetson vs. Rollins at Tinker Field
SUNDAY, DECEMBER 6
Morning Meditation.

Dr. Arthur M. Harris, speaker

TUESDAY, DECEMBER 8
German Club Meeting
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 9
Organ Vespers

WASHING — POLISHING — WAXING
for your car

Newcomers S1\^1I Station
Corner Fairbanks & E. Park Ave.

December 2, 1936.
Rollins College
Winter Park, Fla.
Dear Rollins College Students:
Cosmetics—Everyone should see Miss Johnson or
Miss Bennett about their make-up... They are expert
cosmeticians over at DICKSON-IVES. They will help
you to find out the different shades of color that will
blend most becomingly with your complexion.
DICKSON-IVES carry in complete detail all Helena
Rubinstein, Charles of the Ritz, Tussey, Dorothy
Grey and Yardly make-up. Many of these are carried
exclusively by DICKSON-IVES

Landers Drug Store

242 E. Park Ave.

Leather Jackets
AMERICAN LAUNDRY

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2. 1935

SANDSPUR

Reports have it that a public
speaking course at Amarillo College, Texas, includes instruction in
the arts of polite heckling, asking
Rollins students will be interembarrassing questions, hissing,
and acceptable booing.—Syracuse ested to know that the name of
Mrs. Helen Rae, director of the
Daily Orange.
folklore department, appears in the
1936 edition of "Principal Women
of America".
This book is published by Mitre
Press, London.
Mrs. Rae was honored in recognition of. her work in the field of
folklore.

OUR OLD BOOK DEI^\RTMENT

354 PhiUips lildi*.

ROLLINS

Orange Laundry & Acme-Colonial
Cleaners
®' Vario and Chris Argyris camDim nirAntc
Wmter Park, Phone 413
O r ? a n < f o " p E ITSO-TSIS

FOR THE BEST IN FOOD STUFFS

Thames

MARKETESSEN
Phone 323

Xmas will be here soon and it will be to your advantage to look over the make-up travel kits carried
by DICKSON-IVES. They range from $2.25 to
$32.00, so you need not be afraid of price.
Every conceivable kind of perfume can be bought
over at DICKSON-IVES and in any quantity. Secret
of Suzanne, by Suzanne herself can now be bought
over there.
~
A ROLLINS COLLEGE SHOPPER

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1936

THE

College Year Book H as
Called The ''Sandspur'*

ROLLINS

SANDSPUR

Shelling the 'Enemy' at U. S. Infantry School

We have been asked to investigate into the origins of the names
of the various student publications
on the Campus. Our search led us
into divers channels from which
we emerged with what we think
is some rather interesting information.
The TomoXan was the third of
what might be called year books
of Rollins College. The first being published in June of 1894 under the name of The Demosthenic
Demonstrator. The second was
the Sandspur which appeared as an
annual in 1910. It continued as
such until 1915 when it became a
college weekly. The Tomokan was
then used to supplement the work
which the Sandspur had, for so
long, been doing.
^

to make the English department
the fine organization that it is today. These two people were Professor F. Harris and Mrs. Harris.
To them must go the much deserved credit of not only strengthening the English department, but
of starting a magazine which, for
pure literary merit, ranks as one
of the highest among the schools
and colleges of America. This
magazine is known as The Flamingo.
The title was suggested by
Professor Harris and was chosen
from a group of titles sent in for
consideration. It was not, however, published in magazine form
until 1927 when Professor Grover
came to Rollins as the only Professor of Books in America. Before
coming here. Professor Grover had
been a publisher and he took it
upon himself to see that such a
The name Tomokan is not unquantity of literary creations be
connected with the college and
put in magazine form.
state. Tomoka was the firsl^-the
The first editor of the FlaminIndian—name of our peninsula,
while Rollins was the name given go was Brenham McKay. Among
the first contributors to the first
to the first college in Florida.
We quote from an editorial in issue were: Cora Harris, Albert
the Tomokan of the year 1917, by Newton, Carter Bradford, Russ L.
Benj. Harrison, editorial writer for Fuller and Paul Hilliard. In the
the Florida Times-Union: "If the second issue was a poem by Jesreader be curious as to the mean- sie E. Rittenhouse and in the third
ing or derivation of the name un- issue was an editorial by Dr. Hamder which this publication appears, ilton Holt. In the January issue
he must be told that thereby hangs of 1928 was a poem by Stella
a tale of power that has passed Weston, now Mrs. Harry Tuttle of
away—of a people distinguished by Miami, which has been reprinted in
courtesy, kindness to the unfortu- various railroad company maganate and unrelenting hostility un- zines all over the country.
LOCOMOTIVE
der insult or injury. Why Tomokan? The family of which we Across the parchment of the earth
speak as holding the great body
You scrawl with hissing pen
of the peninsula from coast to
The autograph of industry,
coast was composed of several
The manuscript of men.
tribes, the chief of which called itAmong the more recent contribuself Timucua, Timagoa, Tomoco
and Atimuca as interpreted by the tors two stand out in retrospect;
ear of the European who made re- Gilbert Maxwell, youngest member
port of his knowledge. The mean- of the Poetry Society of America,
ing seems to have been chief or and Francis Perpente, whose short
principal. It was the head-tribe of story The Key won first prize in a
the nation as Americans after- nation-wide contest of college writwards came to understand these ers, sponsored by the Golden Book
agglomerations of blood kindred." magazine.
The name Sandspur was chosen
from a suggestion by a faculty
member, Miss Eva J. Root, M. S.
In selecting a name, the general
feeling was that it should be suggestive of a college in Florida,
something typical, bright and
Scripts for "The Bishop Misbeunique if possible.
haves", the second play to be proIn the year 1924 there appeared duced by the Rollins Student Playon the campus two people who were ers, have been put on the reserve
shelf in the college library.
Those desiring to tryout for this
play are requested to read the play
ETCHINGS:
thoroughly before the tryouts
Gody Prints
which are to be held December 15,
Currier & Ives Reprints
16, and 17 in Recreation Hall.

Tryouts To Be Held
For New Play to Be
Given By Students

THE BOOKERY

HOUGH'S
FOOD MARKET

T y p e w r i t e r Headquarters
Sales and Service
All Makes Used Typewriters

Da,vis Office Supply

Quality — Service

Making tha United States army, tor its size, the most cflicient in the world is the aim ot thcsi
bers of the 83rd Field Artillery, commanded by Capt. Lou Griffin, at the U. S. Infantry Training
school, Port Benning, Ga. Here infantrymen are taught to handle artillery, machine guns, and planes.
Learning to fire one of the new pneumatic split-trail 75's, as shown in the picture above, is but one
of thc many courses at Fort Benning, one of the foremost military schools of the worlJ.

Council Sanctions
"Open Bar" System
For College Dances

On Thursday, November 26, at
11:30, the Student Council met
with President Holt and the student deans. The meeting was held Four Programs Will Be Presented This Year
Dean Anderson's office.
The purpose of thc meeting was
to discuss the students' opinions to- OFFICERS A R E E L E C T E D
ward various college functions.
There have been some differences
The Rollins Folklore Society
of opinion toward convocations this
year. Some students object to the held its first meeting on Sunday
fact that the convocations are ar- evening, November 22, at Mayflowranged entirely by the administra- • Hall.
The purposes of the Society are
tion. No decision was reached on
[presented as: First, in common with
this question.
On discussing closed or open other folklore societies the world
bars at dances, the vote was unani- , __•, to keep alive the old tradimously in favor of opening them. tions of Folk drama, song, music,
dance, story, etc.; second, to collect hitherto undiscovered Folkdances, songs, legends, etc.; third,
to bring together Rollins men and
...-len interested in folklore; and
fourth, (which, though not official,
s equally important), to give interA meeting of tlie Inter-Racial
jsted Rollinsites the full measure
Club was held Friday, November
of fun which can be obtained from
27, at 7:30 o'clock p. m. at the
folklore activities.
home of Professor France.
The officers elected were: Helen
A budget for the year was made
Rae, director; Hildegarde Rees,
out. Discussion was held consecretary-treasurer; Pat Guppy,
cerning various cases of interest
publicity manager. A finance comwhich need the club's aid. Also,
mittee, consisting of the director,
committees were appointed to plan
treasurer, and one non-official,
the Christmas parties to be given
non-student member, was decided
for the negro children.
upon; Rev. William Denny being
The club is to meet in joint dischosen as the third member.
cussion with the Hungerford School
It was decided that money obDecember 10. All interested are
tained from the payment of dues,
invited to attend this meeting.
donations, and college appropriaProfessor France heads this
tions shall be used by the Society
group and it proves to be a very
for the expenses of programs proworth-while organization.
This
duced on the Rollins campus, and
club is open to all of those who
that organizations or individuals
are interested in such work.
desiring performances sponsored
by the R. F. S. elsewhere, shall pay
the expenses if possible. The
charge for non-members attending
meetings of the society will be
The exhibition of material on twenty-five cents.
One regular meeting a term will
Egypt, Assyria, and Babylonia will
be held, iii November, January and
end this week.
April, for business discussion and
entertainment.
Four Folklore programs a year
(December, January, March and
April) will be presented under the
Miss Virginia Robie will speak auspices of the Society.
on "Japanese Prints" next Thursday during the art seminar. VisiIf Landon is a sunflower
are welcome.
Then
Hearst must be
the sun.
—Daily Californian.

Inter-Racial Club
Discusses Cases, At
Home of Mr. France

Art Exhibition To
Close This Week-end

THE LITTLE GREY HOUSE
open under the management of
MRS. BRYANT WASHBURN
formerly from Orlando
DINNER
LUNCHEON
BREAKFAST
$1.00
a specialty
Catering for afterdinner parties aud teas
Phone 9190-J
Maitland, Fla., Hiichway 17

Expert g r e a s i n g — a n y m a k e car

75c

Expert Service
KENDALL
the 2000 mile oil

FOR THE BEST
LAUNDRY' AND
AND DRY
DRY CLEANING
CLEANING SERVICE

THE PANTRY

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

behind the Bookery

Trailer Camp

Carolina Moon
Skating Rink

A Few Unusual
Items
Which We Carry in Stock
Ruled or unruled fillers for 7
ring notebooks.
Steel strong boxes for money or
personal papers.
Inks in ten different colors.
Stamp albums, packets, hinges,
tongs, detectors, kodapak.
Gavels, paper flag pins, music
writing paper and pens.

On Tuesday, November 24, the
German Club held its third meeting of the year. Elections of officers were held. The results were:
President, Ralph Little; vice president, Maurice Henshaw; secretary,
Jerry Wachtell; treasurer. Lew
Wallace, and chairman of the entertainment committee, Hildegarde
Rees.
The meetings are conducted
mainly in English so that those
who do not understand German
but are interested in Germany and
Philosophy may attend.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, December 8, at 7:30 P.
M. at the chemistry lecture room
in Knowles Hall where two films
about Germany will be shown and
discussed. The club will then adjourn to the speech studio to sing
songs and have refreshments.
Everyone is invited to come.

YOUR VOTE FOR
JIMMY KEEZEL
CANDIDATE FOR

MAYOR COMMISSIONER

assures the faculty and student body of
full cooperation and support of the
township with Rollins College.

A trophy to the person who lets
out a war whoop in the library.—
Little Audrey's Older Sister.

Having maintained business establishments in Gainesville, Fla., Jimmy
Keezel fully realizes what a college
means to a city.
WEDNESDAY - THURSDAY

Cast your ballot for

JIMMY KEEZEL

N o w is the time to select
your Christmas Gifts
at

in the coming city election December 8.

Merchandise Eternal
Christmas Gifts engraved free
of charge.
COLONIAL STORE
Phone 402

Hear his Platform Thursday evening
at the Grammar School auditorium
Dec. 3, at 8 P. M. when all candidates
meet together.

Is t h e battery in your car weak?
Do't let IT let YOU d o w n !

THE COLLEGE GARAGE
Phone 115

Electric Heaters from $3.95 up.

O'NEAL-BRANCH

WINTER PARR ELECTRIC SHOP

C O M P A N Y
39 East Pine St.
Orlando

German Club Meets
Tuesday And Elects
Officers For Year

Grover Morgan's

Home-made Fruit
Cake and
Candy

Winter Park—9188

Carolina Moon

In Dallas, Dr. Newman visited
Miss Maxeda Hess, a graduate of
Rollins, who is now an instructor
in the Hackaday School for Girls.

Blessed is the man, who having
nothing to say, abstains from giving wordy evidence of the fact.

COLLEGIANS

On Lake at rear of

Dr. Evelyn Newman, professor
of English literature at Roll;
College, has returned from Fort
Worth, Texas, where last week she
was a guest speaker at several
meetings of the Texas State Teachers Association Convention.
On Friday night, she was one oi
two principal speakers at a meeting of 6,000 delegates. She alsc
addressed sectional meetings for
teachers of English, Deans
and teachers of foreign

This article is written for all ciate things that happen around
tudents. Unfortunately it will be them every day.
How many are there among you
read by only a few. Those of you
who will read it will be the ones 1 who always wanted to play the
who are interested in knowing not piano or some musical instrument,
only the different courses given not for professional purposes but
at Rollins and their relationship just for your own enjoyment?
ne another, but their relation- Did you know there are free individual lessons given at Rollins
ship to you individually.
on musical instruments for any one
interested ?
One reason you will be interestHow many of you are there
ed in knowing how the courses afwho would like to experiment in
fect you individually is because sketching or sculpturing? Even if
are egotistical. It is taken for you don't want to exhibit, you will
granted that all youth is egotisti- be able to appreciate the beauty
cal. It is the time when you are of the arts.
shaping, molding, testing, and tryPerhaps you won't be able to
ing out your ideas. It is the time produce "best sellers", but by the
when you are developing your time you've taken a course in creacharacter so that you will be ma- tive writing, you'll be able to judge
ture enough to meet the outside what is good in literature.
world when you graduate.
Maybe economics isn't your line,
The other reason why you will but sooner or later most of you
want to know about these courses will have to handle your own
is that your egotism is not con- money. A course in finance or
fined alone to beauty parlors and stocks and bonds will give you
some foundation.
Esquire styles. It is broad enough,
Most of you will be living in a
intelligent enough, to see four
family unit all of your lives. Your
years of college life as a whole. happiness will depend on your unYou can look further ahead than derstanding of family problems.
tonight's date. Already you have How many of you are taking a
learned what "the long view" course dealing strictly with the
means.
family ?
There comes a time in the life
Give yourself a break. Don't be
of every senior when he regrets afraid to experiment. Find out
the fact that he didn't know of about the courses that will mean
several courses offered by the permanent value to you. Learn
school until it was too late to get to take "the long view" of life.
them into his schedule. There
comes a time in the life of every
President Roosevelt has prosenior when he regrets the fact claimed the week beginning Nothat he didn't have more nerve and vember 9 as American Education
take one of those "art courses or Week.
writing courses" he always wanted
to try.
Claude A. Watson, candidate for
Students are lucky who know the vice presidency of the Prohibiwhat they want to major in. There tion ticket and a former student at
is only one thing they have to be Alma College, will speak in the
warned against. That is not to college chapel there later this
become so interested in their major month.
that they overlook several courses
which might help them to appreAs versatile as a safety pin.

ANDY'S GARAGE

Opposite Campus

ROLLERSKATE

Dr. Evelyn Newman
Is Guest Speaker
At Texas Meeting

Miss Robie to Speak
In Seminar Course

BAGGETT'S SERVICE STATION

Come out to

FOLKLORE
MEEIS ON SUiAY

What is Your Major?
Look Before You Leap

i

Day and Night Service on Radios
Phone: Day 29—Night 204

BANK NITE FRIDAY
— On the Screen —
"COME AND GET IT"
With Edw. Arnold

(Paid political advertisement, paid for by the friends of
Jimmy Keezel, friends of Winter Park and of Rollins College.)
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THE
see a Tar record of seven wins, with
defeat.

EnUtn0 ^an&Hpur
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of Rollins.
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EDITORIAL

Unassuming yet mighty, sharf and fointed., welltjunded yet many sided, assiduously tenacious, yet
as gritty and energetic as its name imflies, victorious in single combat and therefore without a
feer, wonderjully attractive and extensive in circulation : all these will be jound ufon
investigation
to be among the extraordinary
qualities oj the
SANDSPUR.
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Member: Winter Park Chamber of Commerce;
Florida Intercollegiate Press Association.
Publication Office:
Fairbanks Avenue
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T E L E P H O N E 187

National Adevrtising Representative:
NATIONAL ADVERTISING SERVICE, INC.
420 Madison Avenue, New York City
400 North Michigan Avenue, Chicago
Subscription Price: By mail anywhere in the
United States $1.50 a term (12 weeks), $2.50 for
two terms, or $3.00 for the full college year.
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Stetson Next!
Continuing their policy of knocking off
favored rivals with bone-crushing regularity,
our Rollins Tars, under the tutorage of Jack
McDowall, the sagacious sage of RolHns gridiron glory, thrilled their favorites by tacking
a 21-19 defeat on the tails of the Florida
" B " team Thanksgiving evening.
As the season draws to a close Friday
night, when our surprising Tars grapple with
Stetson Hatters, six wins against one loss
-is recorded. Significantly, with a clean-cut
win over Josh Cody's reserves permeated
with last year's varsity ineligibles, and this
season's remarkable showing, taking points
in his quest for a "big time" 1937 schedule.
Certainly Rollins' showing against the
Gators puts the State University on the
spot. Coach McDowall admittedly was pointing for this week's clash with Stetson, and
prepared no defense for the Gators "razzledazzle" offense.
Besides this, the Tars, after the Tampa
encounter, were forced to drop their crutches
on the sidelines as they lined up for the opening kick-off.
Hal Brady delivered toe-sliced punts into
the coffin-corner territory, played with a
broken rib, received early in the game.
Only fumbles and penalties by the Tars
kept the Gators in the ball game. But for
these lapses Josh Cody's boys would have
taken a whitewashing instead of much reddened faces.
Once again Georgie Miller thrilled with
his amazing sprints, chalking up two more
touchdowns on gallops of 85 and 55 yards.
The Leesburg flash has a chance for high
scoring honors in southern football ranks
with eleven touchdowns in seven games.
More credit goes to the sophomore line as
these worthies improve with every game.
The Rollins forward wall impresses as they
turn back opponents on the defensive. On
the offense they open large holes for its hard
running backs.
Now for Stetson! After that we hope to

one

ROLLINS

SANDSgUR

Christmas Greetiners!

CONSERVATORY
NOTES

Homecoming
On Friday, Rollins will celebrate its annual homecoming with an elaborate, yet well
planned, program. We are to be the hosts
to the students and faculty members of
Stetson University.
Rollins has a job to do. We must do this
job well. Not only will we be celebrating this
affair ourselves, but we must help Stetson to
celebrate this affair with us. With emphasis we must make them enjoy our homecoming.
Stetson is our oldest and most felt rival.
Because of poor relations among the students our annual games were dropped for a
few years. Two years ago relations between
the two colleges were re-established. Rollins and Stetson are friends again.
Last year the student body motored to
Stetson for the game. There, we were treated with respect. Now Stetson will come to
visit us. While here, we must treat them
with the same respect that was accorded us
last year.
The committee-in-charge has worked hard
on the plans. Before our visitors arrive on
Friday it is up to us to learn these plans.
Then we will be able to entertain in the correct manner. We will be able to show them
the student life that we are proud of. They
will see why the students at Rollins love
their college and campus life.
The game on Friday evening will be close,
tense, and hard fought. Stetson is coming
to win. Rollins is going out to avenge last
year's defeat. To date the Tars' record is
excellent. They will not mar this showing,
if it is within their power to prevent it.
Win or lose, Rollins students must earn
and keep the respect of the invading school.
Remember, we have yet to show our rivals
that we too can be respectful and friendly.

The Christmas Fund
Within the next few days the annual
Christmas Drive of the Rollins Chapel will
again be under way. As in the past it will
be the endeavor of the committee in charge
to raise sufficient money on the campus and
from Rollins supporters to materially aid the
needy of this community.
At this time of year such organizations as
the Red Cross and the Salvation Army are
also making concerted drives in the same direction. Their scope is Internationa and they
have gained for themselves a place of leadership among those who are dedicated to the
task of relieving human suffering.
Rollins cannot aspire to such a position,
but through its own initiative it has in the
past accomplished much of which it can be
justly proud. The Chapel Christmas Fund
is responsible for these achievements and
now once more it is attempting to duplicate
the work of previous years.
We who are part of Rollins can and will
give aid to many of our neighbors who are
less fortunate than ourselves. The ability to
give is a privilege which belongs to a few
and as members of this few we must live up
to the obligations which we have to humanity. In supporting the Christmas Fund we
are assured that that which we give has
gone for an imperative cause and that in
this community there are men and women
who appreciate what we have done for them.
It is not often that undergraduate body
and the faculty of Rollins are called upon as
a group to contribute to such a fund, and
it is not the policy of any organization on
campus to do so except upon real occasions.
It is ur belief that such an occasion is now
at hand and the Sandspur gives its hearty
support to the Fund and to those who seek
to carry it through.

HIGHLIGHTS IN THE NEWS
With the announcement by Premier Blum
of France that his country is anxious to settle the four billion dollar war debt, we wonder just what the cause of this move is. It
looks like a move in the interest of world
peace. We hope so!
This agreement between France and the
United States should affect Great Britain.
If they should decide to pay the debt, it would
make a strong tie between the three nations.
We hope that the United States won't allow itself to become too involved with these
nations. Both France and Great Britain
have taken definite stands on the heated
situation in Europe. So far we have managed to keep our hands clean of the whole
affair.
The last war should teach us that Europe
is not the place to lend money or to become
too friendly \yith at a time like this.
The President of our country did King Edward one better. According to news reports,
Roosevelt received a greater ovation than
was accorded the English Monarch when he
visited the Argentine as the Prince of Wales.
This conference in Buenos Aires is the
most encouraging meeting that has been held
in the cause of peace. It seems as if the
republics on this side of the ocean are anxious
to draw up peace agreements which will
mean more than writing on a piece of paper.

Footnotes

INFIRMARY
INFORMATION

The Leonard String Quartet
made its first appearance at the
Chapel Service Sunday morning
accompanying the choir in the
lovely Bach Chorale, "Jesu, Joy of
Man's Desiring". This new organization is made up entirely of students, Broadus Erie, 1st violin,
Dante Bergonzi, 2nd violin, Theolore Klebsattel, viola, and Fredorick Blachley, cello. It has been
named after Miss Mary Leonard
who was instrumental in its formation and who donated a large library of music for its use. The quartet will give Sunday evening concerts a t the Alabama Hotel during the winter. Mrs. Virginia
Smith, a graduate of Rollins, will
be the piano accompanist.
Miss Aroxie Hagopian was in
.Miami last week-end where she
sang a t the Coral Gables Congregational Church and at the opening concert of the Mana-Zucca
Club series. Mana-Zucca, the famous composer and song writer.
wns herself present.
William Vosburgh and Geraldine
Wachtell performed at a Chamber
of Commerce meeting in Orlando
last week. Bill played "Sevilla"
by Albeniz-Heifetz, and Jerry sang
\'ilanelle by Del Aqua. Eleanor
Geissen and Aida Smith were the
espective accompanists.
Ruth Melcher and Claudelle McCrary drove to Daytona last Frilay to play some appropriately
Spanish music at a meeting of the
Spanish Club there.
Claudelle
played "LaGitana" by Kreisler and
Ruth, "The Lady and the Nightingale" by Granados.
Hazel Bowen is singing a t Vespers this afternoon the following
numbers: "The Cry of Rachel" by
Salter, and "My Laddie" by Thayer.
Sally Hammond and Ruth Melcher will represent Phi Beta over
WDBO Thursday evening on the
Rollins Hour.
Music forms a large part of thc
program that has been arranged
to entertain the Stetson visitors
Friday. There will be a Vespers
service with choir and organ at the
Chapel a t 3:15, a concert by the
Stetson University Band at 6:00
on the lake shore, not to mention
tea-dance music in the Kappa Alpha Garden and Recreation Hall
during the afternoon.

This week the infirmary had a
change of heart. Instead of a
cocktail and a push out of the door,
longer visits were encouraged. The
A wide-open letter to Dean Enyart
Christmas spirit strikes in the
strangest places. The password
c/o Rollins College, Winter Park, Fla.
P. S. If not delivered within five days, t r y like Hell on the sixth. was "sore throat" and as soon as
you innocently put your foot on
Dear Dean,
"^ 1,,'f the doorsill and uttered the words,
you most likely found yourself in
We have been sitting here for some time now, with a bottle of
what they term a bed.
one of the better brands in front of us, a very cheap reproduction
Among the crowd who knew the
of "Custer's Last Stand" in back of us, a gas stove immediately
underneath us and a host of green-faced little pixies directly above password were Virginia Quantrell,
us. How long we have been here is a matter for conjecture. Suf- Eleanor Gwinn, Jane Axline, Sue
fice to say that Custer is not even standing any more, the little Terry, Dick Cutchin, Jack Fulton,
green pixies have grown little-green beards, the gas stove, once Bill Kishel, Dick I^e and Dick
immediately underneath us, has gone out and only God knows when Turk. It is easy to see it was quite
it'll be back again. How long we will remain here depends entirely a gay week.
Then, of course, Frances Wilkin- sometime this week.
upon the time it takes to finish this letter—in other words about
Jane Russell finally left on Satnine more ounces. So here's to you dean and now there's only son was there again to catch up
on her correspondence and Kay urday after quite a term. One of
eight left.
Burgher loosened her rib again. her last nights she made herself
We're writing to you about the open bar situation which we would That's what makes the infirmary known as Dr. Pooh Pooh de doo,
very much like to see in effect here at Rollins. You would too if so cosy and homey—the old faith- and, stethoscope in hand, she paid
you had to do your drinking in front of Custer's picture and over fuls who show up every other day. visits to all the male patients to
a gas stove. But wait a minute dean—here's mud in your eye old Football this week exposed to take their pulses and examine their
man—we're going along a bit too fast. Let's begin at the begin- the chilly winds of Florida, came hearts. We couldn't find the rethrough with more sneezes than sults, but the infirmary is a difning.
bruises. "Snooks" Mclnnis was ferent (quieter) place since Miss
It all started on Misgiving Day when we began to campaign almost the only exception and he Russell departed.
vigorously for our cause on the campus. "We want bars," we acquired a faintly pastel eye.
Robert Camerone Cuthell, IXth,
shrieked in all directions, "and we want *em right away." ImmediFrank Daunis, Harold Brady, is suffering horribly from a nasal
ately before we could get any further, Billy Barr and all his rela- Carl Thompson, Rick Gillespie, ailment, commonly known as a
tives were summoned to the spot, crow-bars were hurled a t us by Warren Hume, and Dick Turk all cold, but sternly refuses to go to
the hundreds from the administration building, the Conservatory dropped in on Friday, but more for the infirmary again after having
started up several bars from the "Bars and Stripes Forever" and social rather than professional served Jane Russell's term and
just because we couldn't handle bars we were put behind the bars.
finally in desperation taken afflicIt was the most ticklish situation we'd ever been in barring none.
"Soc" Soldatti is very much bet- tion upon himself.
We couldn't even get a barrister. And you know that when you
ter. He is up and punning again, P. S. Miss Schwartz is home
can't even get a barrister you're in a pretty bad fix. Well anyway,
and expects to leave for home again.
there we were, burp—excuse please—and taking out our copy of
By STEVKN H. BAMBERGER

"The Bridge of Sand" by Luis Rey, burp, we curled up for the
night. Now if you'll excuse us dean we'll take a little snifter here
before we freeze to death. Brrrr, hie, it sure is gettin' chilly.
Ahhhh. Now where were ve'i Oh yes, hie, the minute we heard
there was gonna be compuls ry convocation attendance we flew off
the handle. "What is this?' we said. Those were our very words,
"What is this." In fact > satisfied were we with them that we kept
repeating "What is thi; what is this, what is this," until we had
clean forgotten what we ere talking about and had to scurry around
the block four times on ur little scooter before we could close our
into Van Beynum and when we had picked
mouth. After that we r
him up, asked him jokingly who ran the Sandspur. He said it was
run by the student body. "It's the student's newspaper," he said, smiling wickedly and then added, "But just let 'em t r y and get it." "Izzat
so?" we growled, looking for a fight over his shoulder. Luckily there
was nobody there at the time. Well here's looking at you dean. We
sure do wish you were with us.

Who's Who
on the

Rollins

Campus

Charles Allen, 37—Charlie comes tive of Tampa and is a Kappa
from the Blue Grass country, down Kappa Gamma. In her freshman
in Louisville, Kentucky, and on year she was on the honorary volcampus lives at the Phi Delt house. ley ball team, and a cheer leader.
He is president of his fraternity, 1935 saw her on the student faculand a member of Pi Gamma Mu, ty committee. Chapel Staff, volleynational honorary Social Sciences ball team, and Order of Cat and
But to get back to the point. We hadn't gone very far when—ex- Fraternity. Also in the Peace So- Fox. Last year she was the indecuse us dean there's a little pixie here that says his name is Wild and ciety and working with Jack Mc- pendent representative to the StuWoolly Willy Wattles and he keeps upsetting the set-ups. Gulp-hie- Gaffin a t the head of the Christ- dent Council. Also vice president
burp. We're sure glad you're not here with us dean, that is, well mas Fund Drive. His major is of Upper Division, vice president
anyway—so then we saw Acheepooh Brown, at least we think we economics, which will head him for of Key Society, and vice president
saw her, and we asked her how business was. "Rushing, Bam, rush- a career in big business. For his of Pi-Gamma Mu, member of Inner
ing," she screamed as she galloped away hurriedly with us in hot sport Charlie chooses golf. His Council and Libra. Grace is Kappa
pursuit. We were brought down on the flag-pole line however when most recent claim to fame was his representative to the Student
we tripped over one of the hidden water-sprinklers on the lawn. superb touchdowr against the T. Council, majors in social sciences,
"Have a nice t r i p ? " said the first gardener. "You sure did fall for K. Ns, giving hin the name, "one and is a cheerleader.
that one," said the second gardener. "Don't let it upset you though," play Allen".
Paul Alter '37- -Paul
Perry Oldham '37—Perry comes
said the third gardener. "Pick yourself up," said the gardener which
reminds us that that's just what we need—a pick-up. Why don't you ber of Theta Kappa Nu and lives from Albany, N. Y., and is a memhave one dean? Ya know that for a minute I thought you were here off campus in Winter Park. This ber of Alpha Phi sorority. She
will make his fourth year as a came to Rollins in her sophomore
with us. Isn't that a scream?
member of the varsity swimming year, transferring from Wellesley.
But to get back to the m n question once more dean. We know team, specializing in the middle
She majors in social sciences, and
that you're not interested ir 5ur little worries or misadventures and distance freestyle and dashes.
we're real sorry now that w wrote the letter at all. We only wrote Aquatics is not his only forte, is a member of Pi Gamma Mu.
it because we wanted to shi ^ you that liquor isn't intoxicating and however, for he has gained himself This is her third year in the A Capthat there ought to be bars all ;around or that they ought to be opened a berth on the varsity football pella Choir. She has been on the
on Sundays or something. We sure did prove that alright alright eleven a t the position of end. He Chapel Committee, was last year
didn't we dean? (Ed. note: Why don't you go to bed Bam? The ques- was scribe for Theta Kappa Nu on the Hungerford School aid comtion of open bars was passed upon a long time ago.) Oh! Well dean, fraternity in his sophomore year, mittee, in girls' baseball, and alterwe just heard that the bar situashion was all settled last week so you is a member of the "R" Club and nate representative from Alpha
Phi to Student Council. She is secbetter tear the letter up after all. Washay? Hie! Whoopee!
majors in history and education.
retary-treasurer of Social Problems
His other interests include crossClub, secretary-treasurer of Key
Shinsherly Yours,
country, basketball and diamondSociety, member of Libra, feature
ball.
writer on the Sandspur and on the
Grace Terry '37—Grace is a na- oratorical association.
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NEWS AND VIEWS
OF SPORTS
By BOB HAYES

J^> This football season will be a memorable one insofar as Rollins,
i'^ Orlando, and Central Florida is concerned and it will have a vital ef;^fect on the future of college football in this state. In my opinion,
'•; it ushers in a new era in Rollins' and Orlandos football history.

THE

SANDSPUR

Tars Face Stetson In Homecoming Battle
TRAOITIAL FOED

ROLLINS DEFEATS
GATOR T 21-19
Miller,

The success of the Tars to date is a poignant factor in the picture. The apparent rise of Little Entente football standards in
this state is another factor. Orlando's determination to build
a football stadium is another elemental factor.

KOLLINS

Daugherty Star
Home Team

For
Miller, K e t t l e s , P r e n t i c e , Alter, Argyris End Careers

GREASON, FLORIDA STAR

By BILL BINGHAM
Three brilliant touchdown runs
by "Snooks" Mclnnis and George
^; By thrashing the University of Florida reserves Thanksgiving Day, Miller featured the Rollins Tars'
the Tars beat a combination of reserves and varsity men that Josh 21-19 Turkey Day victory over the
; Cody brought to Orlando for the sole purpose of squelching Tampa, Florida "B" Team at Tinker Field
ij Miami, Stetson and Rollins' clamors for spots on the Florida varsity in Orlando before 3,500 spectators.
Ij grid schedule and thereby recognizing them as par ranking teams.
The win makes an impressive record of six out of seven for Coach
McDowall's fighting Tars.
The Rollins win over this imposing aggregation of Gators left
Although eight Gator players
open a vulnerable spot for Little Entente colleges to attack—and
earned trips to Montgomery, Ala.,
they will. As the muddle stacks up now, anyone of these four
for the Auburn game through their
teams has a feasible basis for asking a spot on the University of
efforts, the Tars were never in
Florida football schedule. Within a span of three years, either
danger of losing control of the conone of these fouM colleges will be able to stand on their toes and
test.
swap punches with the Gators on an even keel.
Early in the first period, Mclnnis eased off tackle and sped 52
yards down the sideline for the
, When Miami held Mississippi to a 14-0 score Thanksgiving Day, first score of the night. Gillespie
they served notice that they were not far removed from major confer- converted the extra point from
ence material. Tampa tied Miami; Rollins beat Tampa, although they placement.
In the second quarter, George
, lost a decisive one to Miami early in the season before McDowall could
. mould an eleven from his rookies. Stetson lost to Miami and dropped Miller, Rollins' brilliant Senior
a narrow one to Tampa to keep hard on the heels of the pack. In ad- flash, intercepted a Gator pass oi
dition, Miami did right well up across the Mason-Dixon line to build his 15-yard line and raced 85 yards
other tally. Gillespie kicked
up prestige.
the extra point making the score
board read, Rollins 14, Florida 0.
Florida Retaliates
It is apparent that Miami is going in strong for big time footThe Tars then relaxed slightly
ball and it's logical to follow with the statement that Rollins,
which immediately proved costly as
Tampa and Stetson aren't going to sit with their hands folded—
the Gators opened up with an
they will be only a step behind Miami. It is not hard for me to
aerial attack which ended with
visualize these schools being in a big time conference within a
Greason flipping a seven-yard
few years. A clamor from the four for admission into the Southheave to Golden who then stepped
PAUC At-T£fi,
eastern Conference now might be more plausible than the Conferacross from the Tar three-yard
ence's retention of Suwannee as a door mat.
line. Duggan missed the conversion. Rollins 14, Florida 6, was
the score at the half.
The stadium in Orlando will figure prominently in this change of
In the fourth quarter the Gators
Florida grid fortunes if and when it is built. The stadium fever has took a Tar punt on Rollins' fortyrightly spread from Orlando to the campus. President Holt concurs
and started a relentless drive
with Orlando's efforts and leds his assistance, which is pretty good which wound up with Eppert
insurance for Federal aid.
cracking tackle for the score. Duggan kicked goal. On the second
play of this march, Big Goose Ket- I n d e p e n d e n t s , P h i D e l t s A r e
lost his head and charged into
Second Half L e a d e r s
This stadium fever is of a dual purport, but it has its merits
Zollie Maynard, Florida center.
when looked at from either angle. Orlando wants a stadium for
Rollins was penalized half the dis- T H E T A K A P P A N U L O S E S
big time football games for publicity's sake and suggests that
tance to the goal and Kettles was
Rollins contract for bigger and better opponents. Rollins, in following the lead of Miami, evidenti yis going in for a better brand' removed.
With the touch-football season
Touchdown Dashes
of opposition, and the stadium would fit in with either idea like
pidly nearing its close the Phi
However, Rollins put the game
a tailored glove.
I ice a few minutes later when Delts and Independents have elimithe Rollins sophomore line shook nated the other teams from the
for the second half championMiller loose for a 55-yard touchIf football is primarily a publicity weapon, why should such a school
ship. These two teams play this
down dash. Gillespie converted.
as Rollins fight with antiquated weapons? Rollins has the financial
week for the second half title and
With
a
minute
left
to
play
the
resources and the coach that would enable them to put an eleven in
hould the Independents win a
a new Orlando stadium that would be right in it's class entertaining Gators made their last bid. Grea- third game will be necessary for
tepped off right tackle, cut
the East's top ranking college teams.
to his left and galloped 70 yards the final winner.
The K. A.s opened the week's
for the final scoring of the game.
The extra point was blocked. Grea- play with a 10-7.victory against
The results from such a venture would result in an inestimable
m was the first time this the Theta Kappa Nus, the latter
amount of valuable publicity for Orlando and Rollins... The two
ed first as Lauterbach passed
year that an opposing team has
have a lot in conunon and the success of one materially affects
been able to score on a long run. to Lee for the touchdown and extra
the wellbeing ot the other. If Rollins College were considered
On the extra point a peculiar sit- point. In the third period Vario
more ot a civic enterprise and supported as a civic interest should
passed to Tully over the goal and
uation arose.
be, by Orlando, they and Rollins would profit well.
Justice of Rollins was caught place-kicked the extra point to tie
lugging and the Tars received a the ball game 7-7. In the last
)enalty of one-half the distance to period Vario, from the 17-yard line
ed a field goal to win the ball
Cooperation between the two to build a magnificent stadium that the goal. Florida kicked off from
e. MacArthur and Vario were
is rightly 'Orlando's and to support a Tar football team that would be the Rollins 30-yard line. The
able to go out and take on football's bigger bear would net both an Gator booted a high one which outstanding for the victors and
invaluable publicity weapon and both would be self-sustaining—neither barely missed the uprights and Lauterbach and Baldwin the stalshould spurn those angles of their expansion program.
left the fans wondering. It is im- warts for the Theta Kappa Nus.
On Wednesday the Phi Delts
possible to score a field goal on
the kick-off so the Florida player's :ontinued their winning streak
best bet would have been to kick with a 7-0 victory over the Theta
The direct financial side would in a few years more than take
short one and hope for a Rol- Kappa Nus as Brownell ran over
care of itself. Entrepenuership now would net both a pleasant
goal line from the two-yard
ls' fumble.
result. Rollins and Orlando spend quite a tidy sum for their publine and place-kicked the extra
Statistics Favor Gators
licity machines—why not pool a portion of the mutual potentialipoint.
The remainder of the game
In
the
matter
of
statistics
the
ties and thereby greatly enhance the dividends from their already
fought in midfield and the
Gators had the edge, gaining 13
paying stocks.
first downs to Rollins 5 and 270 game ended with no further score.
yards from scrimmage to 200 for D'Ambrogia and Freling Smith
the Tars. Out of 17 passes thrown starred for the Phi Delts and LauIf you do not think that football will bring results through a demanaged to connect with terbach and Baldwin aided the
sirable medium, take as quint down the Miami way. How many people
five while the Tars netted a goose- Theta Kappa Nus.
do you suppose knew that there was a Miami University five years ago,
On Friday the Phi Delts defeat•g in four attempts.
and how does it compare with the estimate now ? Take a glance out
Outstanding for Florida were ed the K. A.s 7-0 when Kurvin from
toward the obscure little College of the Pacific—and compare the figEppert, Greason and Golden in the th» fifty-yard line passed to
ures since Alonzo Stagg took over their football reins and went in
backfield with Davis and Mum- Brownell who raced thirty yards
for big business. Of if you are yet dubious, ponder over Temple's
for the score and kicked the extra
bauer most effective in the line.
change of plight since "Pop" Warner ascended the pilot's seat in an
For Rollins in the backfield point for the lone tally of the
ambitious publicity machine.
e. Bob Kurvin played excelMiller, Mclnnis, Gillespie and Hal
Brady, who turned in a wonderful lent ball for the victors as he repunting performance with long peatedly turned back K. A. offenIt would bring results here at Rollins just as well and isn't it
plays. D'Ambrogia at end and
fifty-yard kicks, starred, while
more of an asset to have Rollins in the East's spotlight rathen
Hoskins and Hayes at guards, Ket- Twitchell at center dominated the
than in the South Georgia and South Carolina fanfare of press
tles at center and the two wing- line play of the victors,while Macattention? More especially is this true when one thinks ot the
, Daunis and Hume, packed the Arthur and Twatchman stood out
geographical constituency of Rollins.
defensive tactics for the K. As.
most punch in the line.
The standings thus far show the
Rollins' Recordholders
Phi
Delts and Independents in a
;-ge
Miller,
Tar
whirlwind,
.4 slight alteration in the athletic policy, a few more scholarships,
and a chance for Jack McDowall to intensify his selective system of who'winds up his amazing career tie for first place which will be
awarding these scholarships would do the trick. The new Orlando Lgainst Stetson Friday night, played off this week.
stadium would not only pay for itself but would pay the difference brought his touchdown total to
for the season by counting and despite the fact that opposing
in the price of the football machines. And I don't think that not more
than a dozen additional athletes will contaminate the college, or de- twice Thursday night and now teams have been groomed to keep
ranks with the nation's leading their eyes glued on him in every
tract from its prestige.
game.
Rick Gillespie, sophomore blockThe Leesburg Express got two
g back, also improved on a recAnd if the Stadium should in any degree turn out to be a "goose
against South Georgia State, four
track meet with Wofford, ord when he booted three extra
that laid the golden egg" project in drawing crowds to see the
the Newberry tussle, two in points through the uprights to
Tar footballers exhibit their wares, the gate receipts should be
the Union fi'acas and two in this bring his total for the season to
enough to warrant additional quotas to be allotted to fencing,
game with Florida. All of eleven without a miss. There can't
crew, baseball and toward turning out an intercollegiate basketthese tallies have been made on be much improvement on that
ball team. And then have these teams tackle noteworthy oppolong runs of from 30 to 85 yards record.
nents when possible.

TARS FAVORED TO
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TOOCR FOOTGALL
RAGE NEARS CLOSE
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WOMEN
IN
SPORTS

CHICK -PKCr.lTlce- NAI^f

FRESHMEN ARE
PROMISING TARS

WIN

The annual version of the traditional feud between Rollins and
Stetson will be enacted when the
Tars meet the Hatters in their
Homecoming Day game at Tinker
Field in Orlando Friday night. The
game will start at 8:15.
The colorful annual scraps are
always packed with plenty of sensational football, but this year
•sends the barometer even higher
as the brilliant Georgie Miller will
streak across the gridiron for the
last time of his collegiate football
career Friday night.
With three years of outstanding
play to his credit. Miller's exploits
this year are taking on a sensational complex as the mighty atom
has racked up a total of 66 points
this season on eleven touchdown
luns that have averaged over 44
yards per run. In addition to his
unusual
ball
carrying
feats,
George's cool quarterbacking and
steady defensive work have been
outstanding in the Tars success
thus far.
The meeting with the Hatters
m the Tars' season finale will be
the last college ball game for four
other seniors. Goose Kettles, a
veteran who was out with a serious leg injury last year, came back
this year to play consistently good
ball and steady a green sophomore
line. Chick Prentice, speedy halfback, teamed with Miller to bear
the brunt of Tar offense last year
and has teamed with Mclnnis and
Daugherty in the same role this
year.

Paul Alter, a veteran end, who
S q u a d Consists of Good M e n ;
has with two sophomore ends, held
Fine Varsity Prospects
down the flank positions in a comO G I L V I E B E S T L I N E M A N mendable fashion. Chris Argyris,
a guard, rounds out this quintet
Several promising varsity pros- of swan song paraders. Argyris
pects were graduated from the has teamed with the quartet of
yearling football class of Fresh- sophomore guards to add power to
man Coach Will Rogers when the the Tar forward wall. All five of
Tarlets hung up their moleskins these seniors will take a crack at
following the season's
finale crushing the Hatters Friday night.
against the Stetson Baby Hatters
Meeting Stetson, the Tars take
on November 21 at Harper-Shepon a foe that is packing enough
herd Field.
power to upset them and blight out
Although the Baby Tars have their hopes for winding up the seadropped the Stetson encounter as son with a record of seven wins
well as their other Little Entente against one defeat. The Tars
freshman games with Tampa and rank as slight favorites to take
Miami by narrow margins, they the game on the basis of comparaannexed the scalp of the Lakeland tive scores, although the Hatters
High School Dreadnaughts, a fast evidenced plenty of power in downstepping prep school eleven.
ing the Oglethorpe Petrels ThanksThe unimpressive record that giving Day.
they compiled is not very indicative
This year's struggle will be the
of the power that was present in
the hustling little band of Fresh- second since the two schools remen. Starting the season with sumed athletic relations after a
only sixteen candidates for a berth break of six years. The Stetson
on the yearling eleven, and wind- eleven took last year's game after
ing up with only 12 men on the a stiff skirmish by a one touchsquad. Will Rogers moulded a down margin.
Although the Tars are pretty
powerful eleven that was only
handicapped by the lack of reserve well battered after their last three
strength.
bruising tangles with Union, TamHeading the class of varsity pa and Florida B, they will be in
prospects is big Don Ogilvie, a the peak of condition for the game
200-pound tackle. Ogilvie is big Friday night. Intensive defensive
and fast, and his line play through- drills designed to stop the aerial
out the year was outstanding. He barrage that the Delanders are exwill be a bulwark of power to add pected to explode from the accuto the imposing sophomore line rate throwing arm of Lynn Warthat Coach McDowall has assemIn Warren, the Stetson eleven
bled this year.
has a back that rivals Miller's
Following on Ogilvie's heels value to his team. Although Waramong the linemen, Thurm Mc- ren is not near the broken field
Pherson, pivotman, and the three runner that Miller is, his versatilformer Lakeland High School stars, ity helps to narrow the gap in
Swann, Bouton, and Hoy, turned value. Warren is rated as the most
in impressive season performances. sensational passer in the state and
Sock Soldatti, converted into a the sophomore ace will probably
guard from the backfield, played throw them to all corners of Tinbrilliant ball until he was seriously ker Field Friday night.
injured in the Tampa game. Joe
Stetson held the Miamians to a
Knowles, another husky back to
guard player, looked good as a de- closer score than Rollins could
fensive man. Lewis Bills and Paul manage and scored on them. StetWelch rounded out what is termed son also played the Union Bullas one of the most powerful lines dogs to a 7-7 tie the week-end aftin the several years of freshman er Rollins beat them 14-0. Anfootball.
other mutual opponent was Tampa.
In the backfield, Joe Justice, a The Tars beat Tampa and Stetson
clever ball carrier and smart quar- dropped their battle by the same
terback, looks like the best addi- score.
tion to next year's Miller-riddled
Coach McDowall has spent the
backfield. Joe shook himself loose greater part of the first three days
for several nice gains this year of this week in polishing off the
and packs plenty of promise. Buck running attack and making a speJohnson followed close on Justice's cial effort to put a punch in the
heels as a varsity prospect. Bill blocking to shake the backs loose
Love is like an onion.
Daugherty with promise of devel- in the Hatter secondary. The pass
You taste it with delight;
oping into an excellent kicker. Bob defense that looked so ragged
But in a while you wonder
Miller, another dependable back, against the Gator reserves came
What ever made you bite.
and Wendy Davis, shifty light- in for its share of criticism.
weight ball carrier who was seriAs the tilt is the last college
As likely as J. P. Morgan and ously injured in the first game,
game in this section of the state
Henry Ford coming out for the look like welcome replacements for
a capacity crowd is expected for
Townsend Plan.
next yetr's ball toters.
the Homecoming day scrap.

Tuesday afternoon, November
24, the Thetas, playing against the
Kappas on the basket ball court,
hit a stride which carried them to
a 58-7 victory over their opponents.
Again the fast passing and excellent team work of Acher and
Whyte plus the superb guarding of
Pris Smith pushed the Theta score
high.
The second game of the afternoon. Pi Phis versus Independents,
was one of the most exciting thus
far witnessed in the tournament.
When the whistle blew at the end
of the first quarter, both teams
had chalked up six hard-fought
points. At the half, the Independents led by the scant margin of
10-8, but during the second half,
the Pi Phis overcame this lead as
Raoul scored six baskets and Manwaring two to finish the game with
a 24-16 victory. On the Independent team, Olga Matthews and
Jessie Steele, guard, were outstand"ing.
On December 3rd, at 8:00 P. M.
the Pi Phis will meet Cloverleaf
at Rec. Hall in what promises to
be a very exciting game, and the
Kappas will meet the Independent
team.
In the tennis tournament, Mower,
Showalter and B. Gardener have
reached the quarter-finals although
it still remains to be seen who
their opponents will be. Results
this far: Mower defeated Burgher
6-2, 6-0; Ladd defeated Irby, 6-2,
6-2; Raoul defeated A. Smith, 6-3,
6-3; Barrett defeated Hyman 6-2,
6-3; Manwaring defeated Herzfeld
6-4, 6-2; Bryn defeated G. Terry
6-3, 6-0; B. Gardener defeated C.
Valentine 6-4, 6-0; Melcher defeated A. Oldham 6-1, 6-1; S. Terry
defeated Dorr 6-4, 6-0; and Gwinn
won by default over Powers.
In the first flight of the golf
tournament, Axline was beaten by
Hyer, 2 and 1, while Reser went
down to Myers 5 and 4. In the
second flight, none of the matches
have yet been played and the Physical Ed. Department urgently requests that these players arrange
to meet their opponents at once;
the tournament must be completed
by the end of the term.
In a recent archery class, three
quarters of a Columbia Round were
shot. Jane Smith, an old member,
had a score of 112, while Gurney
Tilden, a new girl who until this
term has never shot before, scored
119.
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ALUMNI NEWS

L
George Ganson was recently
elected vice-president of the Rollins Club of Cleveland. George expects to visit Rollins Founders
Week.
Victoria Pierce is doing graduate
work at Leland Stanford University.
Paul Ney is studying at the
Business Administration School of
Harvard University.
Sid and Martha Carlson, Rollins
alumni from Tallahassee, spent
last week in Winter Park.
Jim Tullis came to Winter Park
Thursday from Durham, N. C ,
where he is taking medicine at
Duke University, to spend Thanksgiving week-end.
Frank Abbott, '29, stopped at
Rollins last week on his way from
his home in Norwich, Conn., tc
spend the winter in Venice, Fla.
Blanche Fishback has been ap'
pointed assistant to the director for
the first production of the Am
Russell Series, Men Must Fight,
The Gamma Phi Beta Alumn
Club of Orlando and Winter Park
held a meeting Friday night and
elected officers. Virginia Richardson Smith was elected president,
Mrs. A. E. Dick, vice-president;
Mrs. Clark Jennings, secretary, and
Nancy Brown, treasurer.
Olcott Demming went from
Knoxville, Tenn., where he is working on the T. V. A. project, to
Asheville, N. C , to visit Mr. and
Mrs. Macpherson over Thanksgiving.

FRESHMAN DANGE
GIVEN BY K. A.

ROLLER-SKATING is always
good fun. There is a new rink
opened in Orlando. It's the CAROLINA MOON SKATING RINK on
Kentucky Ave., near Tinker Field.
In case you've forgotten, Tinker
Field is where we play our football games.
The mechanic who was in the
TAMPA MOTORCADE was none
other than ANDY AHIK, proprietor of AHIK'S GARAGE on Church
Street in Winter Park. ANDY is
a firm believer in the advertising
value of the SANDSPUR and as
a mechanic we can say he rates in
the superlative class.
The people of Winter Park will
go to the polls December 2, to elect
a new MAYOR-COMMISSIONER.
As the straw vote conducted by
WINTER PARK HERALD was
tabulated it showed JIMMY KEEZEL to lie leading by a large margin. If prognostications are correct it looks as though Winter
Park will have a very capable
Mayor. All candidates are going
to speak this coming Thursday
night at the Grammar School Auditorium and present their platforms. Let's have a good turnout.
JIMMY KEEZEL is a graduate of
the University of Florida. Although its football team is not so
hot, its production of Mayorality
timber is excellent. JIMMY supported the SANDSPUR—let's support JIMMY. He's a winner!

Inquiring Reporter

'HIGELIAIHETA
GIVES BARN DANGE

Question: What do you think of the open bar ruling at college dances?
Jack McKay; I think it's a swell idea to have open bars.
At a previous "closed bar" dance I attended there was more
drinking than at the recent "open bar" dance . Let's be men
and drink in the open!

Thanksgiving with her family. She

Nan Poeller: 'Tis better by far
To drink at a bar
Than to empty a jar
In the back of a car.

STETSON 'HATTERS' PLAY returned to Winter Park Sunday DR. HOLT LEADS REEL

AD LIBS

THE ROLLINS PRESS STORE
has the problem of Christmas Gifts
solved. They have a nice selection
bf box stationery ranging in price
from 60c to $3.00.
If you would like your Christmas
Cards done by Rockwell Kent
and other popular American Artists, drop in and pick them out at
the BOOKERY.

Edelweiss Hefty spent Thanksgiving in Miami with her family.

THE

Several Novel Dance Contests Betty Jack went to Cleveland Country Club Was Decorated
To Resemble Barn
last Wednesday by plane to spend
Held During Evennig

Kappa Alpha fraternity entertained at an all-Freshman dance
Saturday night at their chaptei
house. All the members of the fra
ternity, all the members of th<
Freshman class, and the presi
dents of every other fraternity on
campus made up the guest list.
The walk leading up to the K
A. house was decorated with pillars from which hung streamers of
gold and blue for Rollins and
and gold for the fraternity. Ac
the front of the house in red and
gold were the class letters of the
freshman class in the Kappa Alpha colors. The mantle in the
main room of the house and the
stair rail were banked with red
roses and fern.
During the evening several novel
dance contests were conducted. The
dance to determine the best dancers was won by Ruth Bradley and
Harold Brady; the "broom" dance
was won by Mr. Rhea Smith and
Mrs. Granberry who were presented with silver and black cigarette cases; Ray Hickok and
Betsy Skinner succeeded' in finishing the "hat dance" without the
hat and were given tickets to the
Annie Russell series; and Jack Hoy
and Sally Hammond were given
passes to the Baby Grand for being in the lucky spot when the
music ended for one of the dances.
Mrs. Coe, Mr. and Mrs. Rhea
Smith, and Mr. and Mrs. GranBy RICHARD ALTER
berry chaperoned the dance.
At 11 o'clock a supper was servIf you are looking for an ideal ed in the dining room.
The Stetson Hatters played for
spot to hold your Sorority teas,
breakfasts, or dinners, THE UT- dancing.
ILE GREY HOUSE has recently
opened in Maitland. It is just a
three minute drive from the campus and is under the capable supervision of Mrs. Bryant Washbum, formerly of the Orange Court
Grill and the Fort Gatlin Coffee
Shop. MRS. WASHBURN has an
enviable reputation in Orange
County for her excellent food and
courteous service Telephone 9190-J
for your reservations.
Here's a good scoop for book
collectors^ KEN WINSLOW, proprietor of THE SANDSPUR
BOOKSHOP, located in the Phillips
Building, E. Park Ave., Winter
Park, has one copy of the first
edition of GONE WITH THE
WIND. Even if you aren't a collector, a first edition is a good investment.

ON AND OFF
CAMPUS

night.
Chas. Curie went to Miami Wednesday night to visit friends over
Thanksgiving.
Marita Stueve went to Cocoanut
Grove in Miami Saturday to spend
the week-end.
Ruth Spruance spent Saturday
and Sunday in St. Petersburg with
her family.
Marie Winton and Ruth Scott
went to Tampa Saturday to visit
Marie's mother and father.
Marjorie White went to Daytona
Saturday with Jim Tullis to visit
Jim's grandparents for the weekend.
Peggy Bashford and Dick Jones
went to Miami Thursday morning
visit Peggy's family over
Thanksgiving and the week-end.
Jack McKay, John Lonsdale, Bob
Van Beynum, and Art Brownell
spent the week-end at Jack's home
at Miami Beach deep sea fishing.
Marcia Stoddard, Jane Richards,
and Betty Reser drove to Jacksonlle Sunday.
Polly Raoul, Mary Dudley, Mary
Gulnac, Ruth Conner and Betty
bison went home with Jerry
th to Daytona for Thanksgiving.
Anne Earle spent Thanksgiving
St. Petersburg with her family.
Lilah Nelson went home to Leesburg Saturday.
Skippy Arnold went to Groveland to spend Thanksgiving with
her family and stayed over the
week-end.
Eugenia Williams left Thursday
morning for New York where she
met her mother and father and
attended the Army-Navy game.
Dahpne Banks and Anna Miller
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SANDSPUR

Phi Delta Theta fraternity entertained at an all-college Thanksgiving-eve dance last Wednesday
night at Dubsdread Country Club.
Dancing began at nine-thirty and
continued until one o'clock.
The dance was a barn dance and
all the guests came dressed in novel
costumes. Some as fanners, some
country girls, some in overalls,
1 Sherlock Holmes was even
there. A small group of boys and
girls rode to the dance in a hay
jgon.
The Club was decorated with hay
on all the rafters, signs on the
walls, sugar cane and pumpkins in
all the corners, and in the center
of the dance floor were two bales
of hay with pumpkins piled on
them. On one side of the dance
floor stood a wagon and on the
other a plough. Eddie Stephen's
orchestra, which played for dancing, was banked with hay and
chicken wire.
During the evening Dr. Holt led
all the dancers in a Virginia Reel.
Punch and apples were served
throughout the evening and marshmallows were toasted over the
open fire.
Chaperones were Mr. and Mrs.
Stone, Mr. and Mrs. Howard, and
Mr. and Mrs. Granberry.
went to Eustis for the week-end.
Louise
MacPherson
spent
Thanksgiving and the following
week-end at a family reunion in
Asheville, N. C.
Alice Elliot went to her home in
Melbourne Saturday noon.
Margot Colvin spent Thanksgiving with friends in Winter Haven.

Tom Hoskins:

I didn't know they had bars in Florida.

Cathie Bailey: Closing the bars at all-college dances is like
bringing back prohibition and all that went with it—rah! rahcollege stuff, hip flasks, and drinking in cars. Let's keep the
bars open and be treated the way we'd like to act—like civilized adults.

Herman Siewert To
Give Weekly Organ
Vespers Wednesday
Herman Siewert will present the
weekly Organ Vespers program on
Wednesday, December 2, at fiv(
o'clock. He will be assisted by
Miss Hazel Bowen, contralto.
1. Prelude and Fugue in c
minor (Bach).
2. L'Arlesienne Suite, No. j
(Bizet).
Pi-elude Allegro; Andante.
Minuetto
Carillon
Though this opera was never
successful, much of the music prov.
ed delightful and was, therefore,
arranged into two suites.
3. Meditation to St. Clothilde
(James).
.4 My Laddie (Thayer).
The Cry of Rachel (Turner)
Hazel Bowen, contralto.
5. Serenade (Toselli).
6. Overture to "Die Meistersinger" (Wagner).

Next week's qustion: What do you think of the
Flamingo?

Gamma Phi Beta And
Guests Entertain At
Thanksgiving Dinner Progessive D i n n e r
Kappa Alpha Theta
Entertain Freshmen Given By Mrs. Smith Sunday evening Gamma Phi
Girls Last Tuesday For Theta Members Beta sorority and their guests were
entertained at a Progressive dinKappa Alpha Theta entertained
a number of freshmen girls last
Tuesday night with a picnic on
Woo Island.
Steaks were cooked over an open
fire and after an ample supper the
group indulged in some singing.
Anne Whyte and Betty Mower
were in charge of the picnic.

Relations Club To
Meet Thursday and
Will Discuss Italy
The International Relations Club
will meet Thursday, December 3,
at 7:30 in Cross Hall.
The topic of discussion is to be
Italy, and will be lead by Detalmo
;Pirzio-BiroIi.
All students and faculty members who are interested are cordially invited to attend.

Mrs. Kilby Smith gave a ThanksThe first course of cocktails and
giving dinner for members of Kappa Alpha Theta last Thursday at entrees was served at the home of j
Miss
Helen Moore. Miss Ethel EnPerrydell.
yart was hostess for the main
The guests, aside from members course of turkey and vegetable:
of the sorority, were Laura Ladd Salad was served by Mrs. M. ^
Smith and dessert by Mrs. Wins;
and Sarah Smith.
Anderson at their homes.
Among the guests were Be:
McCutcheon, Lois Johnson, J:.
Baker, Frances Daniels, Po.
Chambers and Olga Mathews.

Ushers For Shawn's
Dance Recital Are
Folk-Dancing Class

The ushers for Ted Shawn's
Dance Recital on December 7 at
8:15 at the Orlando Auditorium
are members of Helen Rae's FolkDancing classes: Bill Page, Bill
Vosburgh, Walter Royall, Dante
Bergonzi, Red Rae, Robin Rae, Law
Mallard, Ted Klebsattel, George
Fuller, and Jack Rich.

The Woman's Glee Club of PhoeX Junior College is planning a
tour into Mexico this year. If the
trip is made, the college will be
first school from the United
States to send a musical organization into Mexico. The Mexican
Government has sent numerous
musical concert organizations to
the United States this past year.—
Bear Tracks, Phoenix Junior College.

If Parents
Are Unruly
they can be pacified, cajoled, and completely conquered by

Even One Gift
from this grand collection
On patio of Washington and
Autrey Arcades reached from
120 N. Orange Avenue or 35
Washington Street, Orlando.

W h e n I ' m for a t h i n g I ' m all for it!
-1 like C h e s t e r f i e l d s . . . I like ' e m a l o t
. . . "Swell"

. . .we all g o for ' e m a r o u n d here.

says the young man
vifhen he sees the new ARROW Dust tone shirts.
A form fitting shirt with
the short button-down collar, in an assortment of
rich colors, green, tan, and
salmon shade.

Chesterfields are m i l d e r . . . a n d w h e n
it comes t o t a s t e — t h e y ' r e SWELL!

jfor the good things
smoking can give you

Priced at $2
Arrow Dress Shirts
Arrow Collars

R.C. BAKER, INC
Copyright 1936, LiGcrrr & MYERS TOBACCO CO,

WHAT ARE YOU DOING TO HELP THE~CHRISTMAS FUND

